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THE BUSH BABIES ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

BY LEWYN MAEFALA, PROJECT MANAGER

Africa Month was truly beautiful for us. First and foremost, we celebrated Mother’s Day by making flower pots for our Bush Babies mothers. The kids used materials they could reuse and recycle.

The Bush Babies were busy at our new Education Centre: learning about domestic dogs and African Wild Dogs by reading comics and colouring the pictures, and learning how to bake chocolate muffins on fire!

We are thanking Elephants Alive for the books, and Endangered Wildlife Trust and Rowan Ferreira from Hoedspruit Spar for providing us with the colouring sheets.

When the lockdown regulations allowed us, we welcomed Transfrontier Africa volunteers at our centre to help with our vegetable gardens and scouts program.

We also would like to thank Ms Julie Edwards for donating 4 camping tents, 4 sleeping bags, 4 camp mats and 2 educational charts of Birds and Mammals of South Africa. Great gift for our Bush Babies project!
A dead Kudu antelope was found by The Mambas on the tar road and taken to the reserve. As the antelope was hit by a car, by relocating it, the rangers prevented the death of other animals that would feed on the carcass.

This Africa Month our partners in Denmark Aalborg Zoo organized info stands to spread the word and fundraise for The Black Mambas. Lots of bracelets, artworks, etc were sold which means 100% of donations will go to the AZAWS fund and later will be transferred to Transfrontier Africa and The Black Mambas.

We would like to say a special warm Thank You to the fantastic team at Aalborg Zoo, LovElephants group, Art against Rhino Poaching, Tina-Trolleys, and Korsbaek Visual for organizing, setting up, managing, assisting, and spreading the world in Denmark and Scandinavia.
INDLOUVU BUSH CAMP VOLUNTEER PROJECT

BY VALERIA VAN DER WESTHUIZEN, MEDIA LIAISON

Our volunteers had been very busy this month! We were happy to welcome volunteers from Germany, the UK, and South Africa. Luckily in May we could go to the communities and say hello to our Bush Babies and help them with their vegetable garden.

In the reserve, the volunteers were busy with the Alien Plant control project, tracking Rhinos with our Rhino monitor Leonie Hofstra and measuring the tracks for AI algorithm.

The all-female volunteer team wrapped the Marula trees to prevent the elephants from damaging them.

In May we saw Wild Dogs and bumped into Mozambique Spitting Cobra!
"Everything is possible if we put our mind into it"

We would like to say a big THANK YOU to all our sponsors, donors and fundraising partners:


Without your support, it would be impossible for us to continue helping animals, the environment, and people.
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